
W A L K E R  T R A Y L O R  
(415) 376-6444 · recruit@walkertraylor.com 

"The team is now operating and making progress against goals in a way I have never seen during my 3.5 years at 
MOG. There is transparency, progress and innovation. It's really exciting. I attribute a lot of this to the addition of 

Walker to the team and the expertise he's brought to the table.” - TJay Fowler  
SVP Product MOG (Beats Music) 

“Walker, you're leaving our systems and our network in a much, much better place than they were when you arrived. 
 You'll be missed.” - Andrew Houghton 

Dir. of Engineering, MOG 

“If there was anything that Walker did not know previously, he learned it quickly and made sure that we were fully 
satisfied…“  - Nagendra Goel 

CEO, GoVivace 

“He is one of the best ops guys I know. He effortlessly managed Telly's stack and took care of reliability issues without 
having to discover them in production.” - Justin Kruger  

Sr. Developer, Telly 

“His working flow and productivity are amazing.”  - Maksym Fedchyshyn 
Sr. Systems Engineer, Telly 

“Not only is his extensive knowledge of UNIX and network systems impressive, but also impressive is his willingness to 
share this knowledge with his colleagues in a direct, straightforward manner.” - Zach Hill 

Sr. Linux Systems Administrator, Emergent Game Technologies 

“I would highly recommend Walker for a senior and lead systems engineering position.” - Kambiz Aghaiepour  
Lead Systems Engineer, MCNC 

“I highly recommend him for any network or UNIX/Linux system architecture projects.” - Luke Vicens, 
Sr.  Systems Engineer, Emergent Game Technologies 

“Walker is one of the most talented IT employees I have worked with.” - David Boss  
Product Manager, Emergent Game Technologies 

S U M M A R Y  

I am a technical leader and consultant for web service companies with 5 years operations management experience and 
principal engineer with many skill specializations from 20 years of engineering experience. I have focused on DevOps and 
cloud engineering in distributed web service environments since the inception of the trend preceded by a career history as 
system engineer, network engineer, security engineer, and application developer. 

I am proud of my early engineering reputation in which I was recruited to resolve critical engineering problems in a wide 
variety of engineering and business domains, and develop systems and conventions to sustain highly reliable, efficient, 
and secure operations for demanding and innovative applications. 

As department head I am a self starter with a track record of delivering results through developing productive vendor 
partnerships and distributed internal teams of autonomous and productive engineers, on-site and remotely.  My teams 



and I have revolutionized complex infrastructure for multiple early stage, high growth technology startups with fast paced 
engineering environments.  

F E A T U R E D  S K I L L S  

Engineering Focus: CI/CD, containerization, container clustering, high performance and resiliency distributed 
microservice application and datastore architecture and operations, monitoring, logging, backups, and other DevOps and 
cloud architecture   
Containers: Docker, Docker Swarm, Docker Compose, AWS ECS, AWS ECR 
Web & Application Servers:  Nginx, Apache, Passenger, Node.js, HHVM, PHP-FPM, HAProxy, Tomcat 
Databases:  MySQL (15 years+) Mongo (5 years+), Redis, ElasticSearch, Solr 
Caching: Varnish, Memcache 
Monitoring and Metrics:  Zabbix, Nagios, Monit, Cacti, Ganglia, New Relic 
Logging, Metrics: ELK 
Mail Services: Sendmail, Postfix, Messagebus, ReturnPath 
Orchestration and Provisioning: Terraform, Vagrant, Packer, Cobbler 
Configuration Management: Ansible, Puppet 
Continuous Integration: Jenkins, TravisCI, CircleCI 
Other Notable Unix Services: BIND, OpenVPN, BackupPC, borgbackup  
AWS: (9+ yrs) EC2, ECS, ECR, ELB, ALB, EC2, VPC, S3, SQS, SNS, IAM, RDS, Lambda, CloudFormation, ElastiCache, 
CloudFront   
Languages: PHP, Bash, Perl, SQL  
Project Tools:  Trello, Github, JIRA, Pivotal Tracker 
Operating Systems: (20 years) Ubuntu Linux, Red Hat Enterprise Linux and many other Linux/UNIX 
Virtualization: Xen, KVM, Platform9 OpenStack 
Networking: Cisco IOS, Routing & Switching and Firewall (extensive 10 years.) Juniper JunOS, FortiGate, f5, SonicWall, 
HP, Dell many others: LAN/WAN/Data Center/Enterprise; Routing/Switching/Firewall/VPN 

N U M B E R S  

Head of Operations (DevOps / Web Operations): 5 years 
DevOps Engineering and Cloud Architecture: 8 years  
Linux System Engineering: 20 years 

Most Highly Trafficked Web Service Managed: 60 million unique monthly visitors 
Highest Volume Real Web Service Architecture Throughput : 8000 requests per second (20k theoretical limt) 
Largest Data Service Managed: Petabyte Scale 
Largest Cloud Application Deployed: 1252 instances 
Dedicated Servers Managed: 1000+ 
Databases Managed: 500+  
Direct Reports: 8 
Security Incidents: 0 

P R O F E S S I O N A L  E X P E R I E N C E  

FastPlatform, LLC              Principal Engineer                                             International                                   Jan '16 - Current 
Part-time freelance DevOps Engineer and AWS Cloud Architect providing technology strategy and engineering consulting 
to technology startups with a focus on serving early stage infrastructure needs, including deployment, scalability 
challenges, security policy, network design, and other cross-domain infrastructure strategy and implementation services. 



Implement DevOps processes and infrastructure with cloud and conventional architecture, and lead implementation 
efforts in collaboration with client technical teams. SME resource for technical domains including DevOps and system 
engineering, cloud services, scalable distributed service architecture, containerization and clustering, database operations, 
storage architecture, virtualization, network design, and security policy. 

Some projects include: 

- DevOps Engineer and cloud architect for people.io providing technical strategy and troubleshooting including AWS 
security and architectural recommendations, Cassandra database migration, and Docker containerization support. 

- Developed automated container CI/CD build, test, deployment, and provisioning pipeline using containerization and 
infrastructure as code design patterns for early stage startup using Docker, Jenkins Pipeline, AWS ECS & ECR, and 
GitHub. 

- Develop Ansible roles for Torch machine learning library and neural-art ML library and contributed to Ansible Galaxy 
community. 

- Optimize web services stack for PHP application using HHVM, Apache mpm_event, Redis, Varnish, Percona MySQL, 
HTTP/2, Sensu, ELK, Graphana, fail2ban on cloud instances with loadbalancers capable of withstanding 20,000 
requests per second theoretically at <200ms load time. 

- Advised high-profile individual with strict endpoint digital security practices and implemented tools to reduce chance of 
security compromise and mitigate against partial compromise, and ensure recoverability in event of loss of device. 

- Developed highly secure data retention strategy conforming to specialized legal requirements. 

- Developed Mac to Linux development environment conversion scripts to maintain consistency between development, 
staging, and production environments. 

- Implement low cost, low footprint on-demand provisioning and configuration of private VPN servers for secure remote 
network access and IP endpoint redirection. 

IdenTV                              DevOps Engineer                           San Francisco, CA                               Jul ’15 - Dec ’15 

- Led development and implementation of private cloud systems architecture, data storage architecture, and managed 
deployment of application across 300+ private cloud instances on 128 node physical servers across 2 datacenters using 
Platform9 private cloud, Ubuntu Server, HP ProLiant C7000 Blades, MongoDB, NFS, Ansible. 

- Develop 128 site network design including datacenter routing and switching, WAN, firewall policy, and multicast 
routing, coordinating with colo vendors and client systems and network engineers to complete project on time within 
tight timeline to launch initial product rollout for stealth startup releasing initial commercial services.  Implement 
configuration and bring into production for initial 3 site deployment with 17 switches and 3 firewalls, supporting 140 
physical nodes using Cisco IOS, Catalyst switches, Cisco ASA and ZyWall products 

DataSetGo, LLC                                Co-Founder                           Arlington, VA                               Jul ’14 - Dec ’15  
Advisor to bootstrapped startup providing business intelligence and data analytics services. 

Telly     Operations Manager & Infrastructure Architect            San Francisco, CA   Nov '11 - July ’12  
Hands on technical operations manager responsible for scaling up and managing operations for social media service for 
Series A startup experiencing exponential user growth. 

http://people.io


Transitioned operations from one engineer reactively supporting a routinely failing system into a high performance and 
reliable product experience supported by a structured and resourceful team of cross functional engineers and partners.   
Implemented high velocity development systems and operational practices enabling rapidly expanding development team 
to develop and launch new product under aggressive timeline without incident.  Reported to CEO. 

Site Operations Management 
Responsible for site operations management, reliability and performance, infrastructure architecture, and security.   
Collaborated with leadership to determine and prioritize business requirements, define key performance indicators, and 
implement technical strategy using internal and external resources including one directly reporting systems engineer and 
forging new relationships with external vendors including engineering, recruitment, and service provider resources. 

Developed site operations strategy delivering outcomes in rapidly changing business environment with regularly pivoting 
product vision. 
- Directly managed one Sr. Systems Engineer. 
- Regularly responded to urgent operational emergencies while completing multiple major projects efficiently.  
- Established recruitment partners leading to 50% of new contractor and full-time hires during my tenure. 
- Developed relationships with key engineering partners, negotiated pricing and terms, and integrated resources into our 

workflow, accelerating engineering efforts and providing emergency resources. 
- Served as alternate all hands scrum manager. 
- Initiated project management routines and documented response protocols. 
- Facilitated collaborative engineering between ops resources and other engineering leads. 
- Documented essential operational information to onboard new hires and clarify emergency responses under urgent 

conditions. 
- Developed multivendor outgoing mail strategy with MessageBus, Sendgrid, and ReturnPath and led integration with 

backend team to achieve high volume outgoing transactional mail capability and deliverability certification. 
- Attended industry conferences, encouraged technical reading disciplines, and evaluated new products and tools to set 

professional example and remain up to date of large site operations and architecture trends. 

Performance Engineering 
Quickly put an end to site failures during regular traffic surges, reassuring confidence in investors and VIP celebrity users 
including Justin Bieber. 
Collaboratively transformed monolithic application to highly scalable n-tier architecture with backend engineering team.   
Responsible for infrastructure architecture projects to support increasing application complexity and sustain exponential 
product growth of 20 million to 60 million monthly users over 6 months. 
- Identified and developed caching methods for majority of computationally expensive or otherwise 

inefficient operations, improving response time for majority of user interactions by a factor of over 50X 
using Varnish, Memcache, Redis and database caching. 

- Upgraded peak site load from 3000 rps before failure to 20,000 rps under test conditions, verified in 
production at 8000 rps. 

- Increased site traffic capacity by over 10X, while reducing server requirements and corresponding 
costs by 20%.  

- Improved median page load speed from 1.5s second average to under 200ms. 
- Achieved high reliability by eliminating single points of failure and implementing service resiliency for all services and 

data stores for all levels including all application services, datastores, load balancers, caching, key value stores, systems 
and network infrastructure including php-fpm, Nginx, Haproxy, Varnish, Elasticsearch, node.js, MongoDB, Percona 
MySQL, mmm, keepalived, Memcache, Redis, on Ubuntu Linux. 

- Developed comprehensive, systematic approach to identify and eliminate resource utilization bottlenecks to eliminate 
performance thresholds and maximize cost efficiency through hardware selection and optimized service configurations 
including Nginx, Php-Fpm, HAProxy, and Node.js. 



- Web performance engineering: investigated and properly engineered optimal path of HTTP connection on PHP stack 
such as caching, load balancer, web server, and application server choices, tuning threads and memory parameters, php 
caching, and operating system settings for session durability, and performance.    

- Optimized MySQL and MongoDB datastores with query analysis to inform of refactoring of data models, optimize 
caching hits, and offload inefficient operations to other tiers, enabling natural scalability patterns and greater cost 
efficiency. 

- Limited performance impact by aggressive search engine scrobbing, eliminating unpredictable site outages. 

DevOps 
Implemented systems and practices to accelerate code deploy velocity while scaling development growth by 6 engineers in 
6 months.  Evangelized DevOps oriented cross functional engineering mentality emphasizing centralized infrastructure 
control, automation, proactivity, comprehensive metric collection and service monitoring, and dev/ops teams 
collaboration.    
- Transitioned weekly manual code deploy process to regular automated deploys many times daily for environment of 

rapidly expanding dev team. 
- Implemented automated deploy process to empower dev teams to deploy and rollback code without ops. 
- Implemented automated continuous integration services with Jenkins. 
- Implemented standardized server configurations and developed configuration management scripts with bash and pdsh, 

improving efficiency, security, reliability, and sanity.  
- Improved server provisioning time from days to minutes. 
- Developed semi-automatically deployed development and staging environments, with low cost onsite hardware, and 

KVM virtualization on Centos Linux. 
- Assured operational reliability and business continuity by establishing redundant automated backups of critical business 

assets. 
- Virtually eliminated false positives by implementing customized monitoring services, alerting conventions and response 

procedures.  Monitoring and metrics stack included Zabbix, Percona charts on Cacti, New Relic, and Graphite. 
- Improved infrastructure, application behavior, increased performance, reduced response time, and devops workflow by 

implementing application-infrastructure-operations feedback loops with metrics collection, centralized logging, 
and charting generating insights. 

Featured technologies and providers include: Ubuntu Linux, php-fpm, Nginx, node.js, Haproxy, Varnish, Percona MySQL, 
mmm, keepalived, MongoDB, Memcache, Redis, KVM, Elasticsearch, Zabbix, Monit, git, pdsh, Bash scripting, Jenkins, 
Softlayer, Amazon AWS, Limelight CDN, UltraDNS, Dynect DNS, ReturnPath, MessageBus, SendGrid, Pivitol Tracker, 
New Relic 

MOG                         Head of Operations                                          Berkeley, CA & San Francisco              Nov ’10 - Jul ’11 
Hands on technical operations manager and infrastructure architect for 5th most popular Ruby on Rails site in the world 
including MOG music-streaming service with 500,000 users and MOG Music Network serving ads on 1700 sites with 60 
million monthly unique visitors. Responsible for site operations, co-located facility management, infrastructure 
architecture, and security to deliver ongoing site reliability, performance, and scalability.  Directly managed 3 system 
engineers and infrastructure partners with $500,000 annual budget. Reported to SVP of Product. 

Web Operations 
- Modernized infrastructure, developed and enforced operational roles and processes, improved security footprint, and 

rebuilt practically everything systematically.   
- Managed production services for Ruby on Rails application with Nginx, HAProxy, Thin, Mongrel, ElasticSearch, Solr, 

Redis, Memcached,  Lighttpd, Apache, Node.js. 
- Developed functional monitoring/alerting/on call schedule -  ensured 24x7 on call rotation for incidence response and 

escalation. 
- Managed 3 engineers. 



- Project manager for team tasks. 
- Developed strong recruitment partnerships for staffing my team. 
- Recruited and trained additional Sr. systems engineer, and Jr. system engineer. 
- Developed strong technology partnerships for product recommendations, pricing, presales implementation support, and 

technical support. 
- Improved DNS performance and manageability (evaluated vendors and got a new one, Dynect) 
- Developed system for provisioning development environments for QA team.  
- Moved to internal “single source of truth” documentation standards for services, systems, processes and ensured 

documentation compliance, using automated inventory software and least necessary manual documentation. 
- Organized datacenter facilities including security, inventory management, and cabling. 
- Ensured all services had manual failover plan or implemented automated failure technologies. 
- Managed hardware environment and facilities operations including servers, storage, terminal servers, PDUs, and 

physical security.   
- Maintained consistency between development, qa, staging, and production environments. 
- Managed server and network hardware environment including maintenance, replacement, installation, and upgrades.   
- Implemented virtualization and modernized existing hardware to extend life of legacy equipment. 
- Rearchitected network topology, totally overhauled switching tier, integrating legacy firewall and routing equipment to 

best practice standards with Cisco ASAs, Juniper firewalls, and Dell switches. 
- Subject Matter Expert for all systems, networks, virtualization, database infrastructure resources. 
- Supported physical server environment with Dell PowerEdge servers, DRAC, iLO, Cyclades terminal servers. 

Infrastructure Architecture and Performance Engineering 
Migrated application architecture from monolithic RoR to n-tier application architecture for improved scalability and 
development flexibility. 
- Developed backup strategy and architecture for all datastores including Mysql and MongoDB without affecting 

production services. 
- Built internal IaaS environment using Cobbler for rapid internal server provisioning, integrated with Puppet for 

configuration, and Xen for on demand provisioning of virtual hosts. 
- Implemented configuration management with Puppet. 
- Rearchitected datastore tier for scalability at high performance on MySQL  

- Specified server solution with high performance storage hardware. 
- Migrated from community MySQL to Percona and implemented performance optimization best practices. 
- Implemented master-slave redundancy and automatic failover 

DevOps Engineering 
- Reworked systems architecture to ensure failure resistance by implementing redundancy at all levels with Haproxy, 

nginx,  
- Improved environment build to reduce setup time and increase testing flexibility with Puppet. 
- Maintained environments for developers, qa, staging, and production. 
- Developed systems for monitoring, logging, and alerting. 
- Made key metrics transparent to QA, development, and marketing teams. 
- Implemented virtualization with Xen and KVM, integrated with Cobbler for automatic provisioning. 
- Migrated monitoring tools from Ganglia and Nagios) to Zabbix, Percona graphs, Mongo graphs. 
- Implemented MongoDB replica sets. 
- Improved external DNS resolution with Dynect.  
- Implemented scalable internal name resolution services. 
- Provided long time running process resiliency with Monit, God, and Supervisord. 
- Maintained batch management system for developers to run batch jobs. 
- Maintained development services including irc server, various filesystems, etc.  



- Supported development and production environments to maintain application code execution consistency with rvms, 
gem management, etc. 

MongoLab                                                   Operations Engineering Lead San Francisco, CA        Jul '11 - Sep ’11 
Recruited by founding team to provide engineering leadership to develop scalable cloud and database infrastructure 
architecture, operational strategy, and automation technology for Series A funded startup providing hosted MongoDB 
PaaS services. 
- Performed database and system operations for MongoDB on Ubuntu Linux, Debian Linux and SmartOS systems on 

AWS, Rackspace Cloud, and Joyent cloud providers including provisioning, performance optimization, replication 
management, logging, monitoring, alerting, backup and recovery, data integrity verification, security hardening, patch 
management, and incident response. 

- Performed web operations for internal applications and customer facing products for application stack running Tomcat, 
MongoDB, Apache with Python toolset. 

- Provided urgent escalation support for dedicated hosting customers via telephone and email. 

- Supported development, build, test, and deployment toolchains and processes for Python and Java application 
development with Maven, Ant, Selenium, GitHub, Jira, and internal tools. 

- Sysadmin for internally hosted tools. 

Moovweb                 System Engineering Consultant          San Francisco, CA                                   Oct ’10 - Nov ’10 

- Implemented security infrastructure to meet PCI 2.0 compliance audit with zero disruption to production operations for 
mobile ecommerce services startup.  Toolset included auditd, snort, tripwire, ldap, rsyslog, nfs, Ubuntu, HAproxy, 
Tomcat, Amazon Web Services EC2.   

AEG Media                                   Consultant                                          Los Angeles, CA                     April 2010 
Developed architecture for scalable high performance web application system infrastructure for live video streaming 
service with Linux, HAproxy, and Nginx stack to serve 10,000 simultaneous video streams with full redundancy. 

Best Year Ever Program, MW LLC                    Co-Founder                                       Kilauea, HI                Nov ’09 - Sep ’10  
Developed, tested, marketed, and launched product in 2 months yielding 20X return on investment in 4 months. 
Developed product concept and marketing strategy; developed video, audio, and written course content; produced copy 
and video materials for sales pages, email copy, and landing pages; hired and managed technical and administrative staff, 
customer service, affiliate manager, and scholarship manager. Responsible for business operations, accounting, and legal. 

Success Ultra Now, LLC                    Interim Operations Manager          Kilauea, HI                Oct ’09 - Nov ’09   
Managed successultranow.com web sites, technology contractors, and volunteers.  Streamlined operational processes into 
self-manageable tasks for team of administrative assistants. Improved marketing strategy, email and product page copy, 
exceeding sales estimates.   

Emergent Game Technologies        Sr. Systems and Network Engineer      Calabasas, CA & Chapel Hill, NC     Mar ’08 - 
Sep ’09 
Core member of IT team for enterprise game development company, responsible for public facing services, development 
process, and internal services supporting 150+ employees. Personally responsible for network engineering for all offices 
and co-located data centers. Responsible for systems engineering and services spanning multiple offices and data centers. 
Transformed slow, unstable services into secure, performant, efficient, highly reliable infrastructure. 
- Virtually eliminated all IT related blockers in the development release cycle, eliminating hours of time wasted daily, and 

eliminating 90% of support requests. 



- Improved server provisioning time from weeks to hours. 
- Improved average IT request response time from days to minutes.  
- Improved system administration efficiency, reducing time overhead by 90%. 
- Zero security incidents during tenure. 

System Engineering 

- Responsible for IT operations including, security architecture and policy, service interruption planning, business 
continuity, incident response, postmortem analysis, and disaster recovery. 

- 24x7 operations coverage supporting company-wide production IT services, development teams, and internal IT 
infrastructure. 

- Developed network design, systems architecture for all linux/unix systems, collaboratively developed for all other 
systems, virtualization infrastructure architecture for linux/unix systems coordinate in concert with executive team, 
vendors, and windows engineering team best practices for high availability, disaster recovery, and documentation while 
improving resource utilization efficiency. 

- Developed datacenter migration plan. 
- Consolidated heterogenous mixture of OpenBSD, FreeBSD, Gentoo, SLES, RedHat, and Fedora systems to CentOS 

architecture following best practices for cost efficient management and reliable operations. 

- Assessed and migrated services to AWS and Mosso cloud services as appropriate for service requirements.  
- Rearchitected comprehensive service monitoring infrastructure with Zabbix, Cacti, Munin, migrating from Nagios.  
- Architected and implemented highly efficient open source, compressed, deduplicated backup solution with BackupPC 

for all Linux systems saving $15,000 over comparable commercial solutions. 
- Implemented high security architecture through threat surface visibility and minimization, virtual machine 

segmentation, service isolation, network isolation, SELinux containment, patching, detailed auditing and service 
logging, restrictive user ACLs, and network isolation resulting in zero security incidents.   

- Managed internal IT systems including source code repositories, logging, monitoring, metrics collection, alerting 
systems, ticket system, documentation services and remote access vpns. (Twiki, Otrs, FirewallEngine ManageEngine, 
Cacti, Mrtg, Perforce) 

- System administrator for hosted development and IT services including databases, email, domain and address 
management, public and intranet web hosting, file hosting, and remote access services including ordering and building 
servers, provisioning, configuration management, packaging, release and patch management, access management, and 
service management. (MySQL, Sendmail, Postfix, ClamAV, Maia, Mailguard, BIND, Apache, MySQL, ProFTP, 
OpenVPN, Fortinet, Cisco ASA.) 

- Rooted out booby traps left by malicious former administrator, without service interruption or data loss. 
- Mentored Jr. System Admin 
- Collaborated with Windows server team to develop VMWare ESX virtualization and vendor implementation strategy. 

Network Engineering: 
Determined critical failures and bottleneck points, reimplemented with appropriate hardware and network architecture 
eliminating infrastructure related impediments to development process and service access. 
- Developed IP network design and migration plan for scalable and manageable architecture inclusive of all office site 

locations, data center deployments, and service provider connections including IP address space allocation, network and 
port address translation, virtual private networks, virtual network tunnels, switched and routed redundancy using link 
aggregation technologies, switching, and routing network protocols  (Cisco ASA, Routers, and Switches, Racoon IPSEC, 
Linksys and HP switching, Fortinet Fortigate.) 

- Implemented network monitoring infrastructure to determine traffic bottlenecks and develop plan to redevelop network 
architecture to determine true network traffic characteristics and discover true impediments to development team. 

- Implement VPN services for all employee and partner access with OpenVPN. 



- Evaluated internet service providers and created vendor competition leading to 3x speed increase for same cost as 
previous service. 

Apptek     Principal Linux Engineer and Storage Architect, Consultant         McLean, VA         
Aug. ’08 - Oct ’08 

- Architected high IO network storage solution with commodity hardware and open source software for natural language 
processing startup, suited for internal application requiring very high IO random access from many simultaneous 
compute nodes using Centos5 Linux, multipath iSCSI, GFS2, RAID, LVM. 

- Developed enhancement to support redundant disk kernel bootloader with LVM root volume support on Centos 5.2. 
- Reconfigured existing compute cluster to integrate with storage infrastructure.  

Duke University Health Services      Principal System Engineer, Interim     Durham, NC                          Feb ’07 - Apr'07 
- Interdepartmental Linux ‘Subject Matter Expert’ responsible for technical leadership, special projects, and final 

operational support escalation for all Linux related systems and applications across the organization.  Supported wide 
array of internal teams with production operations, application development, virtualization engineering, and proprietary 
and vendor application support in environment spanning thousands of servers including applications essential to 
medical treatment. 

- Supported technology including SUSE Linux, IBM Tivoli, AIX Unix, Sun Solaris, VMWare ESX, McKesson Linux and 
applications. 

Apptek                                    Principal Systems Engineer, Consultant                Remote & McLean, VA          Oct ‘06 - Nov ’06     
- Architected high performance and reliability compute cluster using ROCKS scientific Linux distribution enabling semi-
automated continuous hardware scaling without system administrator involvement. 
- Linux and network administration projects included automating developer workflows, integrating network storage, and 
security auditing. 

Brad Blanton for U.S. Congress & Radical Honesty Enterprises   IT Manager    Stanley, VA          Jul ’06 - Oct ‘06 
Managed IT services for Dr. Brad Blanton’s Radical Honesty Enterprises business and US Senatorial campaign. 

Network Solutions                Systems Engineer III                   Herndon, VA   Apr ’06 - Jun ’06 

- Senior system engineer supporting operations and application releases for a leading hosting and domain registrar 
supporting internal services spanning thousands of servers running Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Sun Solaris, NetApp, and 
EMC; scripting in Perl and Bash. Regular 24x7 on-call shifts. 

- Architected application server cluster hosting millions of landing pages for the majority of parked .com, .net, and .org 
domains in the world. 

Amazon.com                          Special Interim Consultant, Operations         Chantilly, VA     Nov ’05 - Feb ’06 
Linux system engineer responsible for maintaining operational integrity for all east coast data centers of the most highly 
scaled Linux NetBackup deployment in the world. 
Maintained compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley and ISO 27001 standards and responsible for ensuring business continuity in 
event of catastrophic failure. 

- Maintained and improved reliability and performance of backup systems including hundreds of bare metal servers, 
dozens of tape libraries, and thousands of tapes, running Red Hat Enterprise Linux, HP NetBackup, and large amount of 
proprietary automation applications to ensure successful archival of petabytes of data across all data centers in East 



Coast, receiving backups from all physical points of presence including geographically distributed data centers and 
distribution centers. 

- Responsible for operational integrity of hardware including Rackable and Compaq server hardware, HP ESL9595 tape 
libraries, and Storagetek L700s tape libraries. 

- 24 Hour on call shift responsible for resolving all operational issues, collaborating with vendor support, hardware 
teams, and data center technicians to recover failures of all severities during shift, and escalation for off shift hours. 

- Responsible for escalation support for certain other infrastructure teams as required. 
- Improved monitoring and automation tools, administrated NetBackup policies, confirmed functionality for compliance, 

fulfilled backup and restore requests as needed. 
- Identified bug in Linux kernel restricting functional maximum number of NFS mounts. 

Affinity Voip Telecom     Developer, Systems Engineer, Network Engineer   Contract    Portland, OR    Oct.’05 - Nov.’05 
- Developed core API using Perl/Mason, and technical documentation for VOIP infrastructure provider, enabling 

distribution partners to develop private provisioning and management applications.   
- Supported partner integration efforts with direct telephone and email support. 
   
NC State University: Comtech          Student Network Admin & Developer             Raleigh, NC             Jan. ’02 - May ’02    
Tier II escalation network engineer supporting network administrators for large network service provider serving 50,000 
hosts. Developed network administration tools in PHP with MySQL for network administrators. Developed telephony 
directory services for IP Phones in PHP with XML serving 5,000 users. 

Cisco Systems                  Customer Service Engineer, Intern               Research Triangle Park, NC            May. ’00 - Aug. ’01 
Routing Protocol Deployment & Scalability Team: Research team charged with determination of extreme maximum 
limits of network protocols in global deployment.   
Critical & Strategic Accounts Team: Responsible for providing final escalation support to highest value customers for 
issues related to routing, multicast, and switching protocols on core routing and switching products, primarily GSR12000. 
- Implemented scalability testing methods to maximally stress protocol scalability, determine critical points of failure and 

improve understanding of protocol performance to guide future work enhancements. 
- Replicated high value customer network configurations to reproduce, and diagnose cause of failure inclusive of 

configuration, protocol implementation, operating system, and hardware. 
- Security research: developed exploit for BGP as proof of vulnerability in core IP networks. 
- Developed ‘RouterLoader’ web application in PHP and tcl to manage router testbeds more efficiently.  
- Installed, configured, and maintained large scale 75 rack, $20 Million, core router research and simulation lab.   
- Sysadmin for all Solaris and Linux systems and services, traffic generators, and proprietary testing equipment. 

Nortel Networks              Special Consultant                                          Research Triangle Park, NC              Dec. ’99 - Jan. ’00     
Linux expert providing operations and escalation support for critical issues with internal Linux distributions and 
applications. 

Warren County Schools                      Assistant to IT Director                                      Warrenton, NC       Jun. ’99 - Aug. ’99 
Assistant to IT Director;  Network and System Administrator for all IT services throughout 5 location school system 
serving 120 teachers and admin staff, deploying and supporting Windows, Linux, Cisco, and SunOS services. 

ProfessionalSites.com                                          Founder                                 Raleigh, NC                                         1999 - 2003 
Website designer, developer, and web hosting provider for community businesses on Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP 
environment. 



E N T R E P R E N E U R I A L ,  P A R T - T I M E  

Living Wisdom Foods, LLC                                Founder                                Raleigh, NC                                 Nov ’07 - Apr ’10 
Developed leading exotic herb and food business in Triangle area. Achieved profitability in 6 months. Founded community 
Meetup group with 200+ active members attending regular meetings in cities throughout region. Recruited and staffed 
customer service and shipping staff and volunteer community managers. Organized local health expo event, virtual 
conferences, and regularly invited as guest speaker to health and wellness community events. Recognized as a community 
leader in natural health and wellness. 

E D U C A T I O N  

North Carolina State University           Raleigh, NC 
B.S. Computer Science, B.S Philosophy (partial)          2000 - 2003 
3.8 GPA, Chancellor's List, University Scholars Program, University Honors Program, Study Abroad Scholar, Four Worlds 
Program with Society for International Development, Coop Program, President of Self Knowledge Symposium Club, 
Founder of Meditation Club, Undergraduate Research Grant Award Recipient, Graduate Coursework, Advanced 
Undergraduate Research in Computer Science (AURICS) Member. 

North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics          Durham, NC 
Residential High School for Academic Gifted Students in North Carolina                         1998 - 1999 
Highly Selective, State Sponsored, Elite Preparatory School Ranked #23 in USA of 50,000 

P E R S O N A L  

Interviewed Kevin Kelly of Wired Magazine for release of “What Technology Wants,” July 2010. 
Interviewed for “Tutti i ragazzi di Facebook” in La Repubblica by Enrico Deaglio, March 2012. 
See GitHub for community contributions: https://github.com/walkertraylor 
See LinkedIn for further references: https://linkedin.com/in/walkertraylor
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